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1. A small annular brooch broken at the pin constriction and missing a quarter of the 

brooch. The brooch has been cast and in spite of the diminutive size the thickness of 

the metal is considerable. The brooch bears a regular and symmetrical design with a 

deep incised line every 90° with a panel of engraved lines in between. Diameter 

24.5mm, thickness 2.5mm. 

 

2. A fragment of annular brooch cut from sheet copper alloy. The brooch is of the 

standard octagonal form with concave scalloped sides although now just under  half 

remains. Diameter 40mm, Thickness 0.5mm 

 

3. An annular brooch pin made from hammered and folded sheet metal, broken at the 

top. The pin has a series of engraved lines across the head. Length 53mm 

 

4. An annular brooch pin made from folded and hammered sheet metal. Length 36mm 

 

5. A fragment of a Highland brooch pin, the shaft being broken below the head. The 

head is of the standard profile common across the region. Length 31mm 

 

6. A fragmentary object with a triangular profile terminating in a globular head with a 

central pierced hole. Both panels of the object have been decorated with an abstract 

swirling pattern of punched dots. The object has a glossy, highly polished surface and 

bears traces of tinning. Length 29.5mm 

 

7. A lace chape made from folded copper alloy. Length 34mm 

 

8. A bracteate cross stamped from sheet copper alloy. Although such mounts are 

known from medieval contexts they are also apparently to be found as coffin fittings 

as recently as the 19
th

 century. Height/width 22.5mm 

 

9. A book clasp made from sheet metal; the body is largely plain with a set of parallel 

lines running along the length with an X marked at the hook end. Length 45mm 

 

10. A Jew’s harp broken at the bow, comprising half of the instrument. Copper alloy, 

length 56mm. 

 

11. A copper alloy cup weight with a stamped symbol on the bottom of the interior. 

Diameter 25mm, height 9mm 

 

12. A cast triangular mount with three countersunk fixing holes. The mount is broken 

off at the apex where there remains an armature set perpendicular to the surface. 

17x34mm 

 

13-14. Two strap end buckle plates made from sheet copper alloy. 

 

15. A plain copper alloy shoe or knee buckle with an anchor chape and all intact. 

From mid 17
th

 century to early 18
th

 century. Length 33.5mm 

 



16. A gunflint still held in thick lead alloy sheath. The style of flint is typical of the 

crude home made types favoured before the introduction of specially made gunspalls 

in the late 17
th

 century. Like many such flints the maker has relied on the lead sheet to 

render usable a generally unsatisfactory flint pebble and to rectify a minimal ability at 

flint knapping. The flint itself is exceedingly small, the forward edge being only 

14mm in diameter and only two surfaces appear to have been struck to modify the 

natural shape. The lead sheath is 28mm wide suggesting that it was intended for use in 

a musket or longarm.  

 

17-20. Four circular lead weights or spindle whorls, varying greatly in size and 

weight. One bears a decoration of triangles emanating from the central hole on one 

side only while another has irregular triangular patterns on one side while the other 

bears a pattern of irregular vegetal fronds similar to those found on some Highland 

brooches. The other two are undecorated. Diameters and weights; 26.4g/26mm;  

14.0g/28mm; 9.4g/20.5mm; 1.2g/13mm 

 

21. A square lead weight or gaming piece with II marked on one side and III on the 

other. 18x19mm 

 

22. A fragment of a lead cloth seal. 28x29mm 


